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6.0 KELMARSH HALL 

Overview 

This project involves the installation of a water source heat pump to provide space and water heating 

to a large country house in rural Northamptonshire. The original construction comprises solid brick 

walls, suspended timber floors, a timber and slate roof and single-glazed timber windows. The 1732 

property, which is owned by a charitable trust, is Grade I listed – the highest listing possible in England 

– and is sited within a 3,000-acre estate with many areas of natural conservation value. 

The water source heat pump takes heat from a lake sited within the grounds of the estate. It provides 

heat to the main building and to a further wing which is privately rented. The installation has reduced 

CO2 emissions by an estimated 50%, and is made financially viable by fuel bill savings and a 

Government payback funding scheme. 
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6.1 Measures & impacts 

A water source heat pump was installed in 2012 to serve the main hall and a private rented wing, 

drawing heat from a nearby lake within the grounds of the country estate. This replaces the previous 

oil central heating system, and enables the estate managers to access repayments via the 

Government’s Renewable Heat Incentive. CO2 savings are estimated to be c.50%. 

 

Element Measure 

Space & water 

heating 

 Water source heat pump 

 

6.2 Approach & process 

Kelmarsh Hall was built in 1732 by architect James Gibbs, and was noted by the prominent German 

art historian Nikolaus Pevsner as ‘a perfect, extremely reticent design, done in impeccable taste’. This 

quality is recognised in its status as a Grade I listed building, affording high levels of protection to the 

Hall – and thus increasing the complexity of any major energy-related interventions. Since the 1980s 

the estate has been in the care of the Kelmarsh Trust, an independent charitable trust set up by the 

last family members to live in the Hall in order to ‘protect and conserve the built and natural 

environment’. The estate woodlands and lake are designated local wildlife sites, and much of the 

parkland lies above a deserted mediaeval village and as such is a Scheduled Ancient Monument. 

Prior to this project the hall and one of the privately-rented wings were heated by a single oil-fired 

central heating system, using c.50,000l oil per year and carrying an annual fuel bill of c.£30,000. 

Controllability was poor, and the buildings were reported to be either too cold or too hot; any 

changes made to the heating in the privately rented wing also affected the heating in the main house. 

The Trustees were keen to lower the fuel bills but also to reduce their environmental impact, and saw 

renewable energy as a way of achieving one of their core aims, that of ‘conserving and managing the 

built and natural environment’. It must be assumed that this was deemed a more attractive and 

straightforward option than applying insulation and airtightness measures to the protected building 

fabric; it would also provide a faster payback than fabric efficiency measures due to the Government’s 

financial incentives for renewable energy systems. 

The Trustees sought advice from multiple renewable energy installers, and opted to use one with 

prior experience in applying these modern technologies to large country houses. Indeed, another 

installer who specialised in new-build developments was deemed to have an excessive focus on the 

thermal performance of the buildings, which was viewed by the Trust as ‘added expense’, i.e. a 

burden rather than a benefit. 

A large biomass system was initially proposed, to make use of the estate’s managed woodland. 

However, this was disregarded after a detailed assessment identified a number of potential 

complications including loss of revenue from log sales, ongoing costs of woodchip fuel production, 

insufficient space and consequently a need for a new plant building which could prove challenging 

given the historic nature of the Hall. This led to the nearby lake being identified as the most 
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appropriate source of renewable energy, as it was calculated to have sufficient flow and depth to 

accommodate a sizeable array of heat exchange loops. 

A previously-planned electric upgrade meant that three-phase electricity – typically required for 

larger heat pumps1 – would be available. This made a heat pump installation more straightforward, 

allowing a single heat pump unit to be installed to serve the Hall (other options for larger buildings 

with a single-phase supply tend to be more complicated, e.g. adding insulation to reduce heat 

demand, installing multiple smaller heat pumps or installing a twin compressor system which is not 

universally available). 

The 12-week installation process (in 2012) was scheduled for the summer months to prevent 

disruption due to lack of heating; ground works were also timed so that they could be completed 

between events held at the Hall. The heat exchanger comprised 32 no. 200m loops filled with a non-

toxic fluid (polypropylene glycol) – important to reduce any risk of harm to fish in the event of a leak – 

that would carry heat from the lake water to the heat pump unit. The loops were sunk into the lake 

water, without having to drain the lake as is sometimes required (see Fig. 3 for an example), and 

connected to the heat pump via pipework buried in a 145m trench that was dug from the lake to the 

basement of the Hall where the heat pump was sited. Heat is distributed via existing cast iron 

radiators, and is believed to function efficiently. 

The installation allows the Hall to be maintained at a constant temperature, which is deemed 

important to help conserve the building and its contents. The privately rented wing also now has 

separate controls, allowing independent use and alteration of heating regimes without impacting the 

main Hall. As noted previously, replacing oil with largely renewable electricity is estimated to have 

halved the CO2 emissions of the Hall, without intruding on the historic fabric or appearance of the 

building. 

The total cost for the project was c.£200,000, but is anticipated to deliver a 19% return on 

investment: it is anticipated that this will pay for itself within c.5 years via a combination of savings on 

oil and electricity bills and regular RHI payments, which are linked to inflation a nd will continue for 20 

years, resulting in an additional income of over £700,000. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
1 Single-phase electricity supply is 240v while three-phase electricity supply is 415v. While three-phase electrici ty i s  the norm for most 
bui ldings in many European countries, most domestic properties in the UK have a single-phase supply. Three-phase electricity is required 

for larger heat pumps  due to the s ize of current required to s tart the motor.  
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6.3 Example detai ls 

 

Fig. 1  Kelmarsh Hall (© Ecovision Renewable Energy) 

 

       

      

Figs. 2 -5     Interior of the Hall (© www.kelmarsh.com) 

http://www.kelmarsh.com/Portals/0/LiveGallery/642/Images/8 The Great Hall.jpg
http://www.kelmarsh.com/Portals/0/LiveGallery/642/Images/9 Fireplace in the Great Hall.jpg
http://www.kelmarsh.com/Portals/0/LiveGallery/642/Images/13 Saloon.jpg
http://www.kelmarsh.com/Portals/0/LiveGallery/642/Images/21 The Library.jpg
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Fig. 6  Example of water source heat exchanger being submerged (© Ecovision Renewable Energy) 

  

     

Figs. 7 -8     A similar installation requiring the lake to be drained (© Ecovision Renewable Energy) 

 

6.4 Further information 

 Ecovision Renewable Energy 

 Kelmarsh Hall  

https://www.ecovisionsystems.co.uk/grade-i-listed-kelmarsh-hall-cuts-carbon-footprint-by-50/
http://www.kelmarsh.com/

